
Your speculation is more persuasive tar). the ISM veroion of the -Lougan uarper's 
piece, of which I'd not even heard until I :received the copy from you. I'd itatx 
like to read the original, in part because I wonder if Haagen is up to more than 
man irresponsible jot al 

I believe that motive is a depeqdablo beans of analysis In the aboonce of fact 
but that the most credibla analysis based on motive can bra wiyid out by fact. I'm a 
still so.ed t tired from yesterday's exertions with the snow and want to catch up 
ttr mail and get back to another battle of the affidavits today so I won't gp as Latch 
into detail. as I'd like. 

You have no factual error. our n. is overloaded with it. Another example is that 
it was moi LI:Cord who was responsible for the cross-the-street lookout at the Howard 
ohnson motel. It :;,as Baldwin, the former FII SA. from Conn. 
• 

In asaessiri- possible CIA. native it is necessary to split it into before and 
after. isfcre it vat all for Nixon, so mach so that it willingly assented totx what 
cover opposed successfully, as in the 4uston plan. 

While I have no reason to believe t at the CIA was involved in the iiatergato 
pleaulittzar execution it was heavily involved big  at least indir- ction in ways I 
have researched fairly fully, through aunt and Mullen in oart.cular. I'm satisfied 
that there was a CIA/Post deal for the aftermath and know that 'k'Ullen was a aFicom 
prime Woodward source. Recently I gave this a test, although testing was not my 
purtane. After the Pist's serialisation of the Woodward/ArmstrangEga and aSter 
reading what it has about the efforts against JJaaglas I phoned the Post and left word 
for Woodward that I have much an thin which has not been published and he in welcome 
to it. H6 has not returned ny call. he was in but in coaerence when I phoned. 

The Postleobjective was. more restricted than the praises it received for its 
rwx:prtdzig indicates. It limited ourpeee was to get rid of that groat liability and 
greater danger, Diablo, aka Nixon. The CIA's was to rosticI what would 6e reported, 
to hoop as much as ,00sibl2 from its door. Both suceeded. either went a stop farthur. 
I wa senwere of this contemporanebusly, as you my re:all from my notes and memos 
relating to Woodward and Bernstein. 

The ::enate's WO committeo,regardloss of the desires of any Lothar, were sintlarly 
restricted. Baker really cohered up rather than expose in his minority report. 

Thom really warp no CIA vid-trin. Lelmo, who would have had to go in any event, 
camo• out of it ffau satt.,; that beaten doveletments must have wreaked his meet btaJtmes. 
The Colby effort was overdue and neceessery. It is not what has hurt CIA. morale. Rather 
is it that the CIA dismal reciordelininated all alternatives. The 4iii0A:catans survived 
and grew powerful not an achievendtat but by exploitation of/the cold was beliefs, which 
were most e rta.eme and paraaaid with them. They would have had to go ia any even`. •L"ike-
wise ham i the time for dirty tricks, all counterproductive when thuy succeeded, long taosad. 
(You'd never know it now but it rersdtts true.) 

Mertrd vas a True bell ever. his hobby was compiling a blacklist, of those who would 
be confined without due process in an emergency, all those whose views were to the /eft 
of John Birebersl. I am without doubt that he loved the CIA as sans love fathers. But 
his GOP acts wore consistent with his personal beliefs. 

'Chat is not easy to comprehend in the totality of professional incompetence that 
characterizes geese pethole. What they did and got away with all sneaks, by and large, 
Bret clay•with. The odds tore better in their case because they had power behind them. 

o they were re,Illy careless. I see it all the time. at is /nom:Able that the eloPoks 
would file obortly perjurious affidavito and liy as consistently as they do to courts, 
depmriant: on what to now they've had, imminity. They do this over the losast eon-
sonuential matters. The latest is a vindictive effort to beat me out of costs in an 



FOUA case. Why should they ruin these risks and go to coeslderable trouble and expense 
in an effort to beat me out of a few hundred dollars? But they do and have and at last 
word wore even coasideraing a second Motion to Reconsider to the apeeale court. (Which 
I Awed they'd be stupid enough to do.) In a last night's phone call Jerry Lekeight 
ocnfirmed say estimate of the affidavit I prepared in response to their false one. I left 
nothing but the spelling disproved. I'm hope that the judge has fleetly had a belly full. 

Visualize a Runt and kite his =eer of success in the CIA, and Helms So taken 
with Hunt's phlpy puffs of the CIA that he had his novels in his office. Or aa. Anglo-
ten able to dominate as long as he did. There was nothing but a succession of Intel-
ligenee disasters under these people, the greater disasters being those that went 
accord to plan - did not overtly fail. They survived only on the power of the govern, 
meat, the mystiques they fathered and fostered and the services they rendered those 
who kept then going. plus on cold war fears. ileek back anal: evaluate and you'll see 
I am right on this. They were always the most professional incompetent, succeeding 
in such ploys ac the Khruschev denunciation of Stalin only when sareione else wanted 
than to, had his own ax to grind. 

This is no less true of the FBI, as my examination of so many thousands of 
pagesl leaves without doubt. Utter incompetence except for co-existiee with the 
bureaucracy in BO and its requirements. The FBI was competent only in keeping out of 
serious trouble. It wasn't in any other field, area or endeavor. 

T he bigger and richer it get the more crime flourished. I don't recall s eingle 
case of advancement basedon competence or perforeance outside the bureaucratic eame. 

While it can be argued that those who executed the breakins were pretty much 
lipited to the Cuban stupidities, they used, who in his right mind would have trusted 

a Fiorini or Bekker for more than daeine? Who could believe that a Barker would xbe 
eqiipped with a very expensive tame es transceiver and would let himself be dominated 
by either the pennies batteries cost or the possibility of noise when ho could for 
tennies have had an earphone and that would not have let any noise escape? But if he.") 
used the equipment he carried they'd not 'have been caught. 

You are correct on the tape, .t had to be the we McCord used it. But why use 
tape at all? A steel pin would have jammed the leak and been invisible. T he use of 
such simple devices was not unknown within the spookeries. 

a 	• 
ougan serves an unseen nester, seeks cheap fame or a fast buck but has not done 

substantial work or even thought his ease out well.-1t requires that EeCord want to 
dstroy himself when he could have accomplished the Hougaa end without harm to hieself 
by merely getting "sick" at the last minut,1 and squealing on the others. (Be didn't 
blow it over principle, only when he saw that he was being -victimized and in an effort 
to ease his won burden.) 

On the 1a,n0  story and suit and the split with Garry, all of this provides a 
real opportunity to do something long overage about Lane. I wish one of these involved 
was ea of a disposition to make the effort, that I'm cure could end would succeed now. 
The .lavers acclunt of the Freed involvement can't be accurate, that reed would not do 
the book. For fame or money he'd do anything. Biz ewn account, to a friend of mine, is 
more credible: that he horned Lane, his close pal, in on the deal. Freed was to do 
the book, Lane to silk °ones. 

Time for ell to get up and for me to see if it is safe to go out for the paper and 
then fartbur, to see if my little tractor is ready to cone home. i no soon, with great 
help from neiehhor Paul, got the aiew blade on then the regulatory shorted out. The 
blade is valueless for a real snow but could have pushed the slush I bee to push yes-
terday and is a little much for me. Bowyer, I did it alone, eben when I had ilelpX, to 
got the eeericse. A strappine college frebeeen who has been a friend since his bieh 
school days, wa- here when I went out for the seond assault than finished the job. He 
offered to do it but we continued talking while I did. it. Thanks and best, 
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Originals of the attached clipping and this memo are going to 
TV for the files if he wants them. I'm sending these copies to you 
since this is not a new topic, at least at this end of our long 
correspondence. 

Reaarding Houaan's theory, you may recall that at the time ienifer 
and. I did some extensive sroculating based on the same set of 
circumstances plus others which fitted the same pattern -- that the 
Watergate break-in, at some critical point or points, and as a result 
of careful and determined planning, was designed to be detected and 
exposed. The bungling was simply too universal and too thorough to 
permit any other truly logical conclusion. 

(On one point, I think Hougan is wrong because he apparently knows 
little or nothing about the properties of adhesive tape. Placed 
vertically along the door's edge the tape could not have withstood nfl 
the pressure of the spring behind the bolt. Placing it horizontally, 
around the two corners and along the face and back of the door, is 
the only way the frictional properties of the tape could be used to 
keep the bolt recessed in spite of the strength of the spring.) 

Hougan does not go beyond describing the circumstances which led 
him to postulate an intention to sabotage the break-in; he puts a 
high priority on finding the motive behind such an intention, however, 
and says coyly he'd look first at CIA counter-intelligence. 

You may recall that at the time we explored this area speculatively. 
Our postulates ran more or less like this: If the break-in actually 
was planned to be sabotaged, the probable political effects were 
obvious -- damage to the Republicans and Nixon's hhances of re-election 
with a corresponding benefit to the martyred Deomcratiaa and LcGovern's 
chances of replacing idxon as President. 	We then had- to ask: who 
the hell could want McGovern to defeat Nixon at such cost to the whole 
political process ? Certainly not the Republicans. Ana the Democrats 
were_not much likelier candidates, since if discovered the caper could. 
only result in retaliation and plunge the whole campaign to a level 
wholly incompatible with McGovern's whole image. So there had to be a 
wild card, a joker in the deck which came from outside the normal 
political apparatus. , The presence of so many ex-CIA figures in the 
picture was obvious from the beginning, of course, and the CIA itself 
-- with its need-to-knavOliodus operandi and its chronic condition 
of operating with its right hand never knowing what the left was 
doing,-- appeared to be the only group within which a sub-clique 
could have the resources as well as the privacy with which to cox/active 
and effect such an unorthodox way of wrecking a favored candidate 
and electing an underdog. Why would they want to ?. The answer 
would have to have nothing to do with right-wing or left-wing politics 
in this country, not fundamentally. The central reason would have to 
lie in the usual motive of the kingmaker -- to insure his own future. 
If elected, McGovern would have been a weak president, with a hostile 
Congress and therefore a weak administration. Nixon, on the other hand, 
especially after his daring vole-face on China, appeared likely to 
be an even stronger president than before, hard to control, fully 
capable of destroying anything in his path. McGovern, of course, would 
have been easily intimidated and far less likely to try cracking down 
on the whole CIA set-up, including our kingmaker clique. 
Of the figures who have surfaced since then, Angleton strikes me as 

the most plausible guru to this element, if it existed. 

jdw 


